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Abstract: The vehicle-embedded system also known as the electronic control unit (ECU) has trans-
formed the humble motorcar, making it more efficient, environmentally friendly, and safer, but
has led to a system which is highly dependent on software. As new technologies and features are
included with each new vehicle model, the increased reliance on software will no doubt continue.
It is an undeniable fact that all software contains bugs, errors, and potential vulnerabilities, which
when discovered must be addressed in a timely manner, primarily through patching and updates, to
preserve vehicle and occupant safety and integrity. However, current automotive software updating
practices are ad hoc at best and often follow the same inefficient fix mechanisms associated with a
physical component failure of return or recall. Increasing vehicle connectivity heralds the potential
for over the air (OtA) software updates, but rigid ECU hardware design does not often facilitate or
enable OtA updating. To address the associated issues regarding automotive ECU-based software
updates, a new approach in how automotive software is deployed to the ECU is required. This paper
presents how lightweight virtualisation technologies known as containers can promote efficient
automotive ECU software updates. ECU functional software can be deployed to a container built
from an associated image. Container images promote efficiency in download size and times through
layer sharing, similar to ECU difference or delta flashing. Through containers, connectivity and OtA
future software updates can be completed without inconveniences to the consumer or incurring
expense to the manufacturer.

Keywords: virtualisation; ECU; automotive E/E architecture; containers; over the air; software
updates

1. Introduction

In 1886, Karl Benz built what was considered the first modern motor vehicle: the Benz
Patent-Motorwagen, the humble car has transformed, not just in looks but function. In
1977, General Motors released the Oldsmobile Toronado, which is regarded as the first
car to include an electronic control unit (ECU) [1]; this first implementation managed the
electronic spark timing of the combustion process. ECUs benefit the driver with a safer,
efficient and more comfortable ride but the benefits can also be seen with regard to the
vehicle such as lower CO2 emissions, reduced mechanical wear and higher efficiency in
operation. Vehicle systems are no longer mechanically linked together, but rather software
driven hardware, connected between driver input and vehicle output. Since ECUs were
introduced, software has become an integral part of the motorcar similar to any mechanical
component which aids in its function and operation.

According to [2], “over 80% of innovations in the automotive industry are now re-
alised by software-intensive systems”. Over 100 million lines of software code across
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100 ECUs can be found within the automotive E/E architecture of many modern motor
vehicles providing vehicle functions from engine management to passenger comfort [3,4].
These diverse functions make the modern motorcar one of the most software-intensive
systems we use in our day-to-day lives [3,5,6]. There are regular and periodic preventative
and proactive maintenance procedures of a vehicle’s physical components throughout
its lifetime [7]. However, the same statement cannot be said concerning automotive soft-
ware. Despite the requirement for reliable software, bugs and errors are unintentional
but appear frequently within software code [8,9]. How and why software code contains
errors and flaws are varied [10–12]. Problems are often introduced during the various
stages of the software life-cycle. For example, bugs and errors in software code can lead
to unexpected and sometimes dangerous results in the output of software-driven devices
and functions [13–16]. Current automotive software update practices and procedures are
problematic because there is no clearly defined mechanism or standard.

Current software update mechanisms often follow the same return or recall mech-
anism associated with a physical vehicle component failure. The Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) may issue a vehicle recall notice, especially if the fault concerns a
safety issue. The “return or recall” process has its own associated problems including cost
to the manufacturer and inconvenience to the consumer [13,17,18]. In order to address
these limitations, a new approach to automotive software updates is required. Software
Over the Air (OtA) update mechanisms can update automotive software without the need
to return the vehicle to an authorised garage or dealership [19–21]. Using the increasing
deployment of on-board vehicle connectivity, OtA updates can deliver new software as
and when required [22]. However, current rigid ECU hardware designs do not facilitate or
promote an architecture that can benefit from an OtA software update mechanism.

The focus of this paper is to propose and investigate how specific lightweight virtuali-
sation also known as containers can be deployed within the automotive E/E architecture
to promote periodic remote OtA software updates [23]. A container-based ECU can ad-
dress many of the current software updating issues identified within this paper. It can
provide a scalable and updateable solution that is not dependant on many applications of
individual ECU hardware systems, which is the standard practice in current automotive
E/E architecture design. Automotive functionality hosted within containers is a promising
technology which can address many of the current inadequacies in automotive software
updating and has the potential to deliver a standardised mechanism to promote continual
software updates throughout the vehicle’s lifetime as well as a platform that can provide
new system functionality to the consumer through aftermarket market sales.

2. Automotive E/E Architecture: Software Associated Issues

Vehicle software is considered to be a significant component of the modern motorcar.
As the number of ECUs increases, it inevitably results in more lines of software code to
drive those systems. As more lines of code are included it raises specific issues related to
an increased dependency on software.

2.1. Software Bugs and Errors

Automotive ECU software is often designed, developed, and written by third party
suppliers. However, according to [10], “guessing what the designer’s intentions were
most often results in more bugs”. Studies into the quality of software indicate strong
correlations between the size of the application and the total number of defects [11].
Reference [12], states that a software system consisting of millions of code lines could
have tens of thousands of unknown or undetected bugs. The following chart (Figure 1)
highlights the increasing trend of software associated vehicle recalls. In 2018, 8 million
vehicles in the U.S. were affected by some form of software defect.
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Figure 1. Software related automotive recalls.

As stated in [24], automotive recalls can be classified into four groups, three of which
specifically relate to automotive software:

• Integrated electronic components—Failure of a physical, electronic component.
• Software integration—Software interfacing failure between different automotive com-

ponents or systems.
• Software defect—ECU software failure.
• Software remedy—Fault not solely attributed to software failure but was remedied

using a software update/patch.

Depending on the software’s application and how critical it is to operational safety
bugs and software errors can have disastrous consequences [13]. For example, in 1996,
the Ariane 5 Flight 501 rocket disintegrated 40 s after launch due to an undiscovered
software error within an arithmetic routine installed in the flight computer. The software
bug led to the backup and primary systems crashing, which ultimately led to the rocket’s
failure [25]. According to [26], the second most common reason for a vehicle-related
collision is attributed to automotive software bugs.

Many ECU systems within the modern motorcar are safety-related or considered
safety-critical. Any failure in an automotive safety-critical system can potentially endanger
vehicle occupant safety. Embedded software bugs and errors can cause control flow errors
which result in a flawed execution of the program that can lead to sensor or actuator
failure or the system hanging or crashing [27]. To mitigate against these types of errors in
dependable and safety-critical systems, expensive hardware-based countermeasures such
as triple modular redundancy are often required.

2.2. Software Associated Security Threats

Vehicles are no longer closed systems that require direct physical access to gain unau-
thorised entry to the car. Vehicle connectivity is gaining popularity as it offers vehicle
occupants a mechanism to connect to services outside of the vehicle via the Internet. How-
ever, the potential to compromise automotive security through vehicle-based connectivity
now has the potential to come from anywhere. Nevertheless, even though connectivity
systems have been incorporated into vehicles over the last few years, “car hacking” has not
been widespread due to the limited potential for cyber-crime and cyber-criminals.

In 2015, two security professionals, Charlie Miller and Chris Valasaek, demonstrated
how to compromise a motor vehicle remotely through its connectivity system and vul-
nerabilities within its software code. They gained access through the HMI unit known
as the Uconnect system in the Gran Jeep Cherokee target vehicle. Access to the CANbus
vehicle network was possible through the design of this device. This system incorporates
an interface for particular vehicle operational and media functions. Due to vulnerabilities
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in the HMI operating system software, the software update validation mechanism was dis-
abled, which permitted malware injection into the Uconnect software. Once compromised,
the system enabled the attackers to remotely inject spoofed CAN frames to ECUs which
were responsible for vehicle control. The HMI vulnerability allowed the hackers to interfere
with various vehicle subsystems, including interior climate control and vehicle windscreen
wipers. They also manipulated safety-critical systems, including shutting down the engine
and limited steering control. The Uconnect HMI is a standard product supplied by Fiat
Chrysler and is incorporated into numerous vehicle models across several different vehicle
makes. This software vulnerability affected 100,000 s of vehicles globally [5,28–30].

As the connected car becomes mainstream, it will ultimately become more of a target
for cyber-criminals [31]. Vehicle autonomy and many current ADAS features place the
vehicle in level 3 or 4 on the autonomy scale, where level 0 reflects complete driver control
and level 5 reflects complete computer control. An intruder’s potential to gain remote
system access and subsequent unauthorised control of a moving vehicle is an increasing
possibility [32]. Vehicle infotainment systems present large attack surfaces that often
delivers bi-directional vehicular connectivity. As such, any discovered vulnerabilities
within these systems software must be patched promptly to maintain the integrity of the
vehicle’s subsystems and occupants’ safety [33,34].

2.3. Ageing and Out of Date Code

Automotive E/E components, including associated ECU software, is often designed
and developed years before a particular vehicle model eventually leaves the sales fore-
court. The average vehicle has a life expectancy of between 10 to 15 years, and automotive
software must mirror this long-time frame. Automotive system longevity significantly
differs from many other software-based systems used in our day to day lives. For example,
periodic software updates are routinely applied to general-purpose computing and per-
sonal smart devices throughout their lifetime. Regular updates address flaws and bugs in
software code, provide security and deliver new or additional system functionality [35,36].
According to [37], software can exhibit signs of ageing where old software versions lose mar-
ket share and customers to new software products. Furthermore, reliability can decrease
because of the introduction of bugs and errors during periodic maintenance.

2.4. Aftermarket Sales and Additional Functionality

Throughout its life, the modern motorcar requires a robust aftermarket industry to
sustain vehicle longevity. Currently, the automotive aftermarket sector is predominately
concerned with two main revenue streams; services and parts. The service sector includes
the maintenance and repair of vehicles, and accounts for approximately 45% of total
European aftermarket revenue. The remaining 55% involves the sale of vehicle parts.
The global aftermarket industry in 2015 was worth an approximate $760 bn and accounted
for 20% of total automobile revenues [4].

Consumers increasingly demand the features and functions they use on their smart
devices to be made available within their vehicles. The automotive industry is looking
towards connectivity to provide the consumer with new aftermarket automotive features
and functions. Figure 2 highlights the most significant influence over new car purchase
decision where 10 means in-car technology has the most significant influence, and 1 refers
to the car’s performance as the predominant factor. In response to this trend, infotainment
systems that offer an “Apple-like” experience are predicted to grow from 18 million units
in 2015 to 50 million by 2025 [38].

Three of the six top trends surrounding aftermarket sales refer to new and emerging
digital technologies, these include:

• Interface digitisation—by 2035, there will be a predicted shift of between 20–30%
from physical component replacement to software upgrades of vehicle components,
including new digital services which can be purchased on demand [4].
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• Car-generated data—connected vehicles generate considerable amounts of telem-
atics and driver data, approximately 25 GB per hour. Through big data analytics,
consumer-generated data can be of substantial value to the manufacturer in determin-
ing consumer insights, predictive maintenance and remote diagnostics.

• The increasing influence of digital intermediaries—usage-based companies and tech-
nology companies are increasingly using vehicle-generated data. These sectors will
require mechanisms to facilitate the retrieval and frequent deployment of automotive
software.

Figure 2. Consumer Preference: New Car Selection.

3. Automotive Software Updating

In the modern motorcar, almost all aspects of vehicle operation require considerable
amounts of software code [3,9,39]. However, as with all software, automotive software
needs to be periodically updated. In an increasingly software-centric automotive E/E archi-
tecture, new software installations may be required several times during a vehicle’s lifetime.

The process of online or OtA software updates has been seen in personal computing
technology and more recently in our smart devices, which are updated periodically to
provide software bug fixes and the latest security patches, and add new software function-
ality or install newer software and operating system versions. This is enabled through the
device’s own connectivity hardware. However, this wide-scale software update mechanism
is in an infant stage in automobiles.

Any future automotive software update mechanism must present minimal disruption
to the customer and be cost-effective to the manufacturer and supplier. There are several
principle reasons why it is vital to periodically update automotive software, these include:

• Addressing system failure through software errors and bugs.
• Patching or enhancing the system and software security.
• Adding value post-sale through aftermarket content.

Current automotive software update practices and procedures are problematic because
there is no clearly defined mechanism or standard. Historically, when a common fault was
discovered within a particular installed physical component of a vehicle, the OEM could
issue a vehicle recall notice [40], especially if the fault reflects a severe safety issue.

The current mechanisms for automotive software updates are ad hoc at best. This pa-
per has identified three common mechanisms, including:

• Manufacturer-initiated vehicle recall process.
• Guided user intervention.
• Over the air update.
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3.1. Software Update Mechanism: Manufacturer-Initiated Recall Process

Vehicle recalls are relatively common. For example, since 1966 in the U.S., over 390
million vehicles have been recalled due to safety issues [41]. Like a physical component,
a software-related problem, depending upon the severity, needs to be addressed and
resolved. The recall mechanism, for both physical and software-related issues, requires
the vehicle’s return to a qualified engineer to rectify the problem [13]. Vehicle recalls are
an expensive exercise for the manufacturer [13,17,18,42]. They are also a disruptive and
time-consuming procedure for the customer [42,43].

The process of a physical component fix may differ from a software fix. Physical
components are replaced with new ones, often because of mechanical wear or a fault in the
original component design or construction. In contrast, a software fault may require special-
ist equipment and a new software version installed on the existing hardware. However, this
is not always possible with older embedded systems. Legacy ECU systems have their code
pre-set at component manufacture. According to [44], high hardware optimisation often
results in ECUs with minimal resources where limited storage, memory and processing
capacity cannot accommodate additional lines of new software code. Limitations in ECU
hardware resources require a similar exchange of hardware to repair a software-related
fault. As such, like a physical component, ECU hardware exchange may be the only option
to repair a software-related defect. This has led to a state where more than 50% of error-free
hardware is replaced with entirely new hardware to resolve a software-related issue [44].

Incurred manufacturer maintenance costs can be high if a previously undetected
software error or design flaw requires a vehicle recall [45]. A much higher cost multiplier
to repair a software fault post-production is applied when compared with identifying
the same fault much earlier in the software development life cycle. Cost is not the only
factor in this update process. Customer confidence and brand loyalty can also be affected
by software bugs and errors [6]. In recent years this has been an issue with the highly
publicised Grand Jeep Cherokee cyber-attack [5,28,30].

3.2. Software Update Mechanism: Guided User Intervention

This mechanism uses a physical input port installed inside the vehicle. Many modern
cars provide a physical connection port for their owners’ portable electronic devices, such
as external Global Positioning System (GPS) and personal mobile devices, including MP3
players, mobile phones and tablets. These devices are often connected to the vehicle via a
universal serial bus (USB) port. Using this port, vehicle owners are able to undertake their
own software update either by inserting a supplied preloaded removable storage device or
downloading a specific update from the manufacturer onto a USB device. Notably, Fiat
Chrysler employed this type of update following the 2015 Grand Jeep Cherokee remote
cyber-attack. Using the postal system, Fiat Chrysler distributed preloaded USB memory
sticks with updated software to 1.4 million affected customers [30]. However, there are
problems associated with this type of update mechanism. These include the following:

• Limited port functionality.
• Inaccessible code.
• Basic understanding of computing technology.
• Willingness to undertake the task.

If any of the above prerequisites cannot be achieved, the software update will not be
completed and it will be left unresolved. This software update method relies heavily on the
customer having a particular level of technical knowledge and a willingness to perform the
update process themselves. For example, there may be a reluctance to complete a necessary
software update task due to a fear that their actions could “break the car”, rendering it
unserviceable and them responsible for any additional repair costs. Furthermore, there are
inherent security risks. This method is open to potential exploitation from malicious threat
actors that could enable unauthorised vehicle system access or the introduction of malware
into the vehicle through compromised storage devices or software download files [46].
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3.3. Software Update Mechanism: Over the Air (OtA) Update

OtA mechanisms can update automotive software without the need to return the vehi-
cle to an authorised garage or dealership, or relying on the customer to update themselves.
Using on-board vehicle connectivity, OtA updates can deliver new software as and when
required. There are several options which can provide OtA software updates:

3.3.1. Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC)

DSRC is an 803.11p-based wireless communication technology used for vehicle to
infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication to aid and support ADAS
and autonomous driving technologies. This communication technology can be used to
transfer software updates between fixed infrastructure or vehicles [47–49]. However,
the primary issue with DSRC and automotive software updates is the relatively short time
frames involved in V2I and V2V, especially when vehicles are travelling in the opposite
direction.

3.3.2. Cellular Networks

In contrast to DSRC, cellular network technology (3G, 4G, and 5G) can provide a
stable high bandwidth communication mechanism. Software updates are downloaded
by connecting to a particular cell tower within range, regardless of vehicle speed and
travel direction. However, coverage may be restricted due to geographical limitations.
Nevertheless, by using the extensive scope of cellular networks, future automotive software
updates can be transmitted and downloaded to the target vehicle regardless of that vehicle’s
location. New software, when released, can also be downloaded.

3.3.3. Fixed Location Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)

This is another potential option for receiving software downloads. Updates can be sent
to the target vehicle while parked, for example, at home or at work. Tesla has been using
this OtA update mechanism from 2017 by using P2P wireless connections to download
software from Tesla servers to target vehicles [50].

Whichever form of OtA update mechanism is chosen, requires a vehicle connectivity
solution. There are three modes of connectivity operation, depending upon the connection
hardware type employed in the vehicle:

• Mirrored—applications stored on a paired portable smart device are replicated onto
the vehicle’s HMI unit. The application processing is usually performed on the smart
device with screen updates sent to the HMI via a physical or wireless connection [5].

• Tethered—this type of connection uses the paired device’s communication technology.
Applications are installed to the vehicle’s HMI unit and application data processing is
performed within the car.

• Embedded—a vehicle with this type of connectivity does not rely on a paired smart
device but uses its own connectivity hardware and installed applications.

There has been a widespread introduction of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) technology
within the motor vehicle using one of the three aforementioned connectivity types in
recent years.

4. The Significance of OtA Software Updates

There are several benefits associated with OtA software updates, making it a promis-
ing technology for the automotive industry. Through using lightweight virtualisation
technology and OtA software updates can provide several specific benefits:

• Reduction in vehicle recalls and associated costs.
• Vehicles can be updated in locations other than a dealership or maintenance garage.
• Centralised software—software updates can be distributed directly to the target

vehicles without distributing to dealers and maintenance garages.
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• Time to market—new software can be distributed as and when required rather
than waiting for the customer to return the vehicle or waiting for periodic main-
tenance schedule.

• Convenience—updates can be performed at the customer’s desired location and
discretion, reducing vehicle downtime.

• Mandatory updates—new and updated software, especially where safety is concerned,
can be pushed to the target vehicle without waiting for customer participation.

• Increase in safety—OtA software updates can reduce the time a vehicle is operated
under faulty conditions.

• Proven technology—OtA updates are widespread in the telecommunication industry,
which has provided users with new updated software via OtA mechanisms.

Reference [51] has predicted that vehicle connectivity could be available in all new
motor vehicles by 2025. In 2015, [21] suggested OtA software updates were an attractive
technology for the OEM and the customer, with cost savings expected to reach $35 billion
by 2022.

5. Current Automotive Software Re-Flashing Techniques

The current practice of updating automotive ECUs involves software flashing or re-
flashing techniques [20,52,53]. The operating system and functional software of an ECU are
generally held within embedded FLASH memory. Depending upon the model, modern
motor vehicles can have hundreds of megabytes of FLASH memory spread across their
ECUs. Under the return or recall mechanism, flashing or re-flashing software is often
completed by authorised personnel requiring the vehicle to be offline. New software is
delivered to the target ECU in one of two formats—full binary and diff/Delta file [32].

5.1. Full Binary Re-Flashing

ECU firmware is updated in its entirety through a process known as re-flashing, which
conforms to ISO 14229-3/UDS and ISO 15765-2/DoCAN. As part of this process, the entire
ECU software image is replaced with a newer version and the time taken to update the
software can often take hours to complete. This in part depends on the size of the software
update, the destination memory, protocol and whether encryption is used. The previously
installed software has no relevance on the new update, which can be beneficial if the
previous version requires replacing in its entirety rather than upgrading specific parts.
The size of the image binary impacts the time taken to transmit and download the file.
The new updated software image must also be stored within the target ECU, which requires
redundant storage, potentially of an undetermined fixed amount in order to accommodate
any future software update.

5.2. Difference/Delta File

Diff/delta file flashing is a concept that compares the base file with the new version file
and creates a delta or difference file, thus reducing the size of the update [50]. Compared
with a full binary software update, a diff/delta software update is approximately below
10% of the full binary file size. Diff/delta files are much quicker to transmit, decreasing
overall transmission time by up to 90%. This method requires considerably less redundant
storage but it is reliant on the previous ECU software version. A patching algorithm block
erases the old data and writes new data in its place.

6. Container-Based Software Updating

Current software upgrades and bug fixes require the car to be shut down while being
updated and subsequently brought back online when complete. Looking towards the
automotive industry’s future, container-based ECU software can provide a platform to
facilitate software updates [23].

Containers, as depicted in Figure 3, represents a newer virtualisation technology which
differs from conventional hosted (Type 2) and bare-metal (Type 1) virtualisation technolo-
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gies. Individual functionality can be provided by small programs hosted within multiple
containers that do not require the heterogeneity provided by full system virtualisation
which comes at a cost when considering small scale embedded computing devices.

Figure 3. Full System Virtualisation and Container Architectures.

Using ECU container virtualisation in conjunction with OtA updates can address
the problems associated with customer disruption and the intrinsic delay between the
availability of a new software update and the deployment of that update to the target
vehicle. Through vehicle connectivity, new automotive software updates can be pushed or
pulled to the target vehicle at any time. For example, a software update pull request could
be initiated by the consumer as part of an aftermarket software upgrade or additional
automotive functionality. A push update could be applied by the Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) or vehicle manufacturer, to resolve an identified software bug or
vulnerability thus circumventing the return/recall process and the inherent delays this
entails. However, the current primary focus of OtA is on applying a new update when
the vehicle is solely offline. The modern motorcar is a system which operates using
many subsystems of mixed-criticality. When in operation, there are numerous safety-
critical and continual service systems that require a real-time response, for example, engine
management and occupant safety systems. The criticality of the software-related issue often
determines the required type of software update response. This research has identified three
distinct container-based automotive software update modes: offline, online and dynamic.

6.1. Offline Update

Offline updates are initialised when the vehicle is powered down. Once the software
update verification and initial container creation are complete, any updates applied are
available when the vehicle is next started, similar to a system proposed by [54]. This process
mirrors the current return or recall procedure but does not incur any associated disruption
to the manufacturer or consumer, or recall costs [19,20,55]. Furthermore, this type of
update mechanism can be used for multiple system updates, which may affect numerous
subsystems across different automotive domains or involve safety-critical systems that
cannot be updated safely with the vehicle in operation.

6.2. Online Update

New software updates can be pushed or pulled to the vehicle using onboard connec-
tivity and applied while the vehicle is powered up but not in operation. The update process
is initiated and a new container is created from the new updated image. The affected
subsystem is then temporarily shut down before the new container’s initialisation with the
updated software. This update method could be applied to any automotive system but only
where a system’s required initialisation does not incur long time delays. For example, small
and frequent periodic updates and software security patches would be ideal candidate
systems and functions.
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6.3. Dynamic Update

DSU do not require the system to be taken offline [56]. As such, they provide an
essential service where systems must offer a 100% uptime [57,58]. Taking a system offline to
fix bugs, improve system performance, or extend functionality causes delay and disruption.
Driverless vehicular technology promises non-stop long-haul trucks and round-the-clock
lift-hailing rides and therefore the window to administer software updates become shorter
and downtime is a significant disruption [59–61]. For the purposes of this research, a DSU
refers to a vehicle sub-system that can be updated and made available once completed,
without the vehicle requiring shut down and while it is still in a mode of operation. This
type of automotive update is suited ideally to any automotive function which is not
involved in vehicle operation or safety. Potential systems could include security software
updates and patches, any software relating to autonomous driving functions which are
not in operation and passenger-related systems relating to comfort, heating and occupant-
vehicle interaction.

7. Implementation and Evaluation of Container-Based Software Updating

Containers offer many benefits to current and future automotive E/E architectures [23].
For example, they provide a standardised environment that can facilitate automotive
embedded software updates and their hardware is not fixed to a particular version or type
of software. Consolidation is a crucial benefit of container ECUs where multiple containers
operate on larger, more resource capable embedded hardware platforms. Containers are
constructed from images based on a layered architecture, image layers represent specific
data, software, hardware and network configuration parameters.

A container image incorporates one or more layers (as can be seen in Figure 4), which
define all required software, libraries and binaries, and configuration settings for any
subsequent containers created from that image. Therefore, a container-based ECU must
also conform to the three principles of safety, security and transparency:

• Safety—new software containers can be rolled back to the ‘last known good’ image
and known safe containers can be reinstated.

• Security—new container images can be either pulled from an authorised repository to
the target vehicle or pushed by the manufacturer. All image layers use, for example,
SHA256 encryption and the checksum’s validation before the image goes ‘live’.

• Transparency—new container images, once validated, can be checked within a sand-
box area of the vehicle’s automotive E/E architecture before deploying live containers,
ensuring the updated system’s safe and continued service.

Figure 4. Container Image Layers.

Multiple containers can be created from the same image, which consists of several
read-only layers. Any change to the image is specific to a particular layer. If a change is
made within the image this alteration is contained within the appropriate layer the change
refers to. Small image configuration changes or an update to a specific piece of software
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within the image will prompt the system to download only the layers which pertain to
those particular changes. A further benefit of this layered approach is the ability to share
image layers between separate images. Multiple images that share common layers promote
efficiency. A layered design boosts image download speed and minimises the overall image
footprint and storage requirements.

To evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach, a test system which closely resem-
bles a typical ECU hardware architecture is required. Previous research into embedded
systems and engine management has successfully used the ARM processor-based Rasp-
berry Pi to simulate an ECU [62,63] . The Raspberry Pi version 3B hardware specification
used is suitably equipped to host the container software [64–66]. The ECU testbed operat-
ing system was Raspbian Lite which used Docker, a container virtualization technology.
The high level-programming language chosen is Python as it provides flexibility in access-
ing the GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi.

The following test case illustrates how container-based ECUs can promote software
update efficiency through image layer duplication. Layer duplication in this context refers
to any container image which has the same software version or set of configurations. In this
test case two separate image downloads are presented with and without layer duplication.
The following results when layer duplication is used show a reduction in time to download
and required storage footprints in a potential future automotive software update procedure.

7.1. Individual Container Image Downloads

The example in Figures 5 and 6 illustrates two separate alpine-python images that
consist of three individual layers which define the configuration and required software for
any container created from that image. The two images alpine-python2 and alpine-python3,
both of which share a common Linux based OS (alpine), can be seen in the unique identifier
layers cbdbe7a5bc2a and 136e07eea1d6. However, each image has a different version of
application software (python2 and python3) with the unique identifier layers f890c68la889
and la5281d56ld0 respectively.

Figure 7 displays the time taken to download and extract both of the alpine images
including the total size on disk the two images require in MB. This individual image
download is a standard procedure in full binary software updating. If both images are
downloaded independently, each image is downloaded in its entirety and bears no re-
lationship with the other image, even though they both share the same underlying OS
(alpine).

Figure 5. Independent Image Download Layers.
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Figure 6. Independent Image Download.

Figure 7. Image Download, Extraction Times and Storage Requirements.

7.2. Container Image Sharing Downloads

The following test case uses the same alpine-python images. However, before a new
image is downloaded, the container host will examine all locally stored images and check
each image layer unique ID key which was generated during image creation. Any duplicate
layers that share the same image layer ID are ignored. Only those unique layers relating
to the new image are downloaded. In this test, an existing image contains two identical
layers in common with the new image. Therefore, only one layer of the new image is
downloaded, which is observed in Figure 8 (layers indicated by the red outlines in the
figure) and Figure 9.

Figure 8. Image Repository Comparison Download.
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Figure 9. Image Repository Comparison Download.

During the alpine-python3 image download, the two duplicate layers (cbdbe7a5bc2a
and 136e07eea1d6) are not downloaded. These two layers represent the alpine OS which
both python images share. Only the updated python version layers f890c68la889 and
1a5281d561d0 are pulled from a repository. A repository in this context could be the manu-
facturer, third party supplier, or one which is stored locally within the vehicle similar to the
container image distribution acceleration mechanism proposed by [67–69]. The benefits
of layer sharing between container images include reducing the download time for any
software update and minimising overall image footprint. Using the performance monitor-
ing tools within the container software the results in Figure 10 highlight the reduced size
on disk of both images, which was observed at 44.96%. A reduction in download times
between the alpine-python3 images was 5.6346 s across the two tests. Reducing storage
requirements for individual software images benefits automotive systems by minimising
associated storage hardware costs. Furthermore, layer sharing promotes quicker download
speeds which reduces the impact on OtA bandwidths.

Figure 10. Shared Image Layers Size on Disk and Download Times.

7.3. Image Update: Result and Discussion

The test cases in Section 7 examines the benefits surrounding software update size and
speed of download. The two alpine-python images share a common OS (alpine); however,
the application software within each image comprises of different versions. The test case
first examined the specific download and extract times for each image when downloaded
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independently. The total download and extract time for the two images was 54.8172 s.
The overall size on disk for the two images was recorded at 883 MB. These results provided
a baseline for a standard software version upgrade, which is similar to full binary re-
flashing techniques. The second part of the test used the same two images but used image
layer sharing provided by the container software. There were similarities between the two
images as they were both built using the same OS (alpine). As such, because both images
share two of the three image layers. Due to layer duplication the OS layers of the new
image were not downloaded. This reduced the overall download time by 5.6346 s, which
was a 10.28% reduction in total overall download and extraction times. Furthermore, when
using container layer sharing, overall storage requirements were reduced considerably by
397 MB or 44.96% when compared with independent image downloads

With each new vehicle model, more and more software are included, adding to the
burden of addressing software-related problems. Automotive software update practices
have followed the same vehicle recall procedure as when a physical component fails. How-
ever, the recall process incurs consumer inconvenience, system downtime, high monetary
costs for the manufacturer and potentially reduced brand reputation and customer loy-
alty. The motor industry is attempting to address the limited available options regarding
automotive software updates by using new automotive enabled connectivity.

To illustrate the benefits of container-based software updating, the image download
test outlined in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 was conducted. As new software is made available
it can be pulled from a remote central software repository. It is envisaged that any future
software download would be conducted through automotive connectivity using a static or
mobile-based communication network and the Internet, or a central repository which is
either hosted with the vehicle manufacturer or third-party supplier.

Consideration has been given to develop the experimental setup to represent an actual
ECU hardware environment. The necessary container image layers used within this test
case were downloaded over the existing University Internet connection media. Hence,
the reported time to download is as it would be in a real scenario using ground/location-
based WiFi. However, it is envisioned that vehicular on-board connectivity solutions
could be used to connect to other communication technologies including DSRC or the LTE
network (4G and 5G). These could be used to provide a mobile connection and download
method. Furthermore, within this test-case scenario, bandwidth is not a primary considera-
tion as any future software download can take place over a time-period, unless in certain,
very rare, safety critical scenarios, which is not within the scope of the proposed approach.
Container-based software image layers have minimum storage overhead compared to
the traditional ECU architecture-based updates, as only layers pertaining to the update is
downloaded as opposed to all the layers within the new software image. The efficiencies
provided by container image layers and layer duplication can minimise the size require-
ments of redundant storage associated with future software updates, given that component
costs can escalate sharply due to high vehicle production numbers and the lifespan of a
vehicle model, both of which are an important consideration in ECU design.

8. Conclusions

Container-based ECUs, as proposed and evaluated within this paper, can promote au-
tomotive software updates, particularly OtA software updates in conjunction with vehicle
connectivity. This can reduce significantly the need to recall vehicles when encountering
a software-related problem because the new software can be deployed to a target vehicle
remotely, as and when required. Notably, by using containers in this way, overall vehicle
security can be maintained and any potential software vulnerabilities can be addressed.
This has significant implications for the automotive industry.

The number of vehicles recalls in the U.S. associated with a software fault has risen
dramatically by 1400% since 2010. Vehicle recalls are highly disruptive to the consumer,
expensive for the manufacturer and can, in some cases, reduce brand reputation. It is
estimated that resolving a software-related error post-sale is 30 times more expensive than
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compared with fixing the same issue during the early stages of the SDLC. Compounding
this, the current automotive software update practices and procedures are not keeping
pace with the rapid increase in the number of lines of software code. The research findings
presented in this paper demonstrate that these problems may be overcome by using
container-based ECUs, whereby errors, bugs and vulnerabilities cannot only be addressed
promptly and effectively, but also throughout the vehicle’s lifetime. Additionally, container-
based OtA software updates can significantly reduce disruption to consumers. Consumers
are also able to incorporate additional or new functionality into a container-based ECU,
which can generate additional revenue for the manufacturer in terms of their aftermarket
sales. The proposal holds promise of a paradigm shift in the automotive E/E architecture
and the way software update is performed.
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